
ADDITIONAL MOUNTING OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES

• Multimount: use to vary the angle or tilt of speakers
into the room off the front, side, rear walls or ceiling

• Multiplate: use as above when pre-wired to “single
gang outlet” boxes

• Stud Zero: Use any time you want to point a
speaker straight forward off any wall or straight
down from the ceiling

TOSS floor stands: Single, square cross section, steel tubing 
designed to look great with a single MOD1 ORB.

HOSS floor stands: Twin stainless tubes and solid, steel base 
designed to look great with our MOD2 speakers.

All ORB speakers are fully MODular and you can upgrade at any time- 
call us to purchase additional ORBs at a special “system price”

WANT MORE SOUND?

Thank you for your purchase and welcome to the ORB audio family! We are so 
confident you will love our products that we offer you a full 30 says to enjoy them. 
We take great care in the design and manufacture of every part and in every 
detail of the design.  We use only high-end components to give you that signature 
ORB sound-sparkling highs, crystal clear dialogue and a huge soundstage.  

Turn your room into the theater you’ve always wanted! 

FREE LIFETIME CUSTOMER SERVICE * WE ARE HERE TO HELP
(877) ORB - AUDIO   support@orbaudio.com   (877) 672 - 2834

WHAT YOU NEED TO GET STARTED:

• Home theater receiver
• Scissors or wire stripper
• HDMI / Cables
• Camera so you can email us your

beautiful room photo

IN JUST A FEW MINUTES YOU’LL BE ENJOYING SOME OF THE 
BEST SOUND YOU’VE EVER HEARD!



CRITICAL RECEIVER SETTINGS TO PROTECT YOUR ORBS AND GET THE BEST SOUND:

CONNECTING YOUR SPEAKERS & SUBWOOFER WITH AMP TURNED OFF:

We prefer to set these manually.  If you decide to use the auto setup or Microphone setup 
you still need to check that these specific settings are correct. We have the advantage of 
knowing exactly which speakers are being used.

1) Set all speakers to “small” vs. “large”

2) Set “crossover” also called “X-Over” to 150 Hz for all ORB speakers. 
(this setting picks the point at which the signal is split between the ORBs and the Subwoofer.  
It is THE most important one to find and set correctly.  Sending low bass to the subwoofer 
protects the ORBs and ensures the correct blending of sound between your speakers and 
subwoofer.)

3) Set all “channel levels” to 0 
(It’s a volume control for each individual speaker. Once set it then rides up and down with 
the master volume. Let your system break in for 10 hours then pay attention.  If you feel 
you need more volume in the center or maybe the rears to exaggerate sound effects - 
you can then increase volume in any speaker  to +3dB max safely.  It’s a small number but 
makes a big difference. Of course you can also lower the volume as far as you like.)

4) Set “channel distance” 
(how far you are from each speaker. This balances the sound in your room so that signal 
from each speaker reaches you at approx the same time.)

5) Set subwoofer 
(Bass management) to “LFE + Main” also called “Both” and “double bass” depending 
on brand. (this adds back any bass you eliminated from the ORBs.)

Speaker wire: Strip 3/8 inch off each end.  You will prepare one RED (+) and one BLACK 
(-) lead on each wire. Twist the strands to make sure there are no stray wires. Make sure NO 
bare wire is touching other wires or any metal parts on the amp or speakers.
Tip: How to tell which side of your wire is RED (+): Fine ridges, writing or even one 
copper and one silver color lead will indicate the difference between RED and BLACK. All 
connections must be the same at both receiver and speaker.  RED (+) always goes to RED 
and BLACK (-) to BLACK (-).
Subwoofer: Turn “crossover” dial to LFE (all the way to the right) and plug RCA cable 
into “line in”

If you feel lost, remember: WE ARE HERE TO HELP!
(877) ORB-AUDIO  
(877) 672-2834

support@orbaudio.com
(Press to 

reveal hole)

RECEIVER

HDMI

HDMI

If you use your TV as a “source” 
(i.e. Netflix, YouTube, etc.) then 
you need to connect it to the 
receiver using an optical or 

sometimes SPDIF connector. 

Sources:
•Blu-ray
•Cable Box
•U-verse
•Apple TV
•Game Consoles
•ComputerSUB

RCA Subwoofer Cable

If mounted above eye-level,
point at listening position

Height can be anywhere 
floor to ceiling for all 

speakers. 

Typical distance to seated 
listening position:

8’-12’

Ideal height is seated-ear level

Side walls point toward you Rear wall-mounted 
point front 

Rear channels can be anywhere from parallel 
to right behind you.
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